
Method:

Table:

Weight = Light - last few reps easy

Moderate - Last reps difficult

Heavy - Last reps need a spot

Time-Reps/rest  = 

Exercise Weight Used Grip/Stance Bench Angle Seat Position Appendage Sets Reps Weight

Incline Press SMITH MACHINE
Wide Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes Out) 75 Degrees Both Arms/Legs 3 12 Heavy 1 1 20

Incline DB Fly Neutral Grip (DB) 45 Degrees Both Arms/Legs 3 8 Moderate/Heavy 2 2 20

Pec Dec
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) Low Both Arms/Legs 3 10 Moderate 2 2 20

Pull Overs
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) Both Arms/Legs 3 15 Moderate/Heavy 4 4 20

Giant Sets

A giant set usually consists of a number of different exercises, for one particular body part, done in tandem.  Set one is performed on one 

exercise followed by set one on the next exercise and so on.  Weight is usually moderate and there is little to no rest between each exercise.  

After one set, rest can occur for two to three minutes. Example: Triceps pushdowns – overhand grip, followed by triceps pushdowns - 

underhand grip, then dumbbell kickbacks.  The total, composing one giant set.

TIME - REPS / REST

Coutns on positive and negative and then tiem in seconds of 

rest between sets.  2-4/45 is two count positive movement, 

four count negative movement with 45 seconds rest between 

sets.

"Train with your brain"
-Dr. Warren Willey

CHEST - Giant Sets



Method:

Table:

Weight = Light - last few reps easy

Moderate - Last reps difficult

Heavy - Last reps need a spot

Time-Reps/rest  = 

Exercise Weight Used Grip/Stance Bench Angle Seat Position Appendage Sets Reps Weight

Overhead Press SMITH MACHINE
Wide Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes Out) Both Arms/Legs 3 8 Moderate/Heavy 1 1 20

Lateral Raise DB Strait Arm Both Arms/Legs 3 10 Moderate/Heavy 1 1 20

Upright Rows DB One Arm/Leg 3 12 Moderate 2 2 20

Rear Delts CABLE Both Arms/Legs 3 8 Moderate 2 2 20

TIME - REPS / REST

"Train with your brain"
-Dr. Warren Willey

SHOULDERS - Giant Sets

Giant Sets

A giant set usually consists of a number of different exercises, for one particular body part, done in tandem.  Set one is performed on one 

exercise followed by set one on the next exercise and so on.  Weight is usually moderate and there is little to no rest between each exercise.  

After one set, rest can occur for two to three minutes. Example: Triceps pushdowns – overhand grip, followed by triceps pushdowns - 

underhand grip, then dumbbell kickbacks.  The total, composing one giant set.

Coutns on positive and negative and then tiem in seconds of 

rest between sets.  2-4/45 is two count positive movement, 

four count negative movement with 45 seconds rest between 

sets.



Method:

Table:

Weight = Light - last few reps easy

Moderate - Last reps difficult

Heavy - Last reps need a spot

Time-Reps/rest  = 

Exercise Weight Used Grip/Stance Bench Angle Seat Position Appendage Sets Reps Weight

Pull Downs
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) Both Arms/Legs 3 8 Moderate/Heavy 2 2 20

Seated Rows
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) Both Arms/Legs 3 8 Heavy 2 2 20

Strait Arm Lat Pull Down
Wide Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes Out) One Arm/Leg 3 12 Moderate 2 2 20

Hanging Shrugs 
Wide Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes Out) Both Arms/Legs 3 15 Moderate 3 3 20

TIME - REPS / REST

"Train with your brain"
-Dr. Warren Willey

BACK - Giant Sets

Giant Sets

A giant set usually consists of a number of different exercises, for one particular body part, done in tandem.  Set one is performed on one 

exercise followed by set one on the next exercise and so on.  Weight is usually moderate and there is little to no rest between each exercise.  

After one set, rest can occur for two to three minutes. Example: Triceps pushdowns – overhand grip, followed by triceps pushdowns - 

underhand grip, then dumbbell kickbacks.  The total, composing one giant set.

Coutns on positive and negative and then tiem in seconds of 

rest between sets.  2-4/45 is two count positive movement, 

four count negative movement with 45 seconds rest between 

sets.



Method:

Table:

Weight = Light - last few reps easy

Moderate - Last reps difficult

Heavy - Last reps need a spot

Time-Reps/rest  = 

Exercise Weight Used Grip/Stance Bench Angle Seat Position Appendage Sets Reps Weight

Back Shrugs DB Reverse Grip Close Both Arms/Legs 3 15 Heavy 2 2 20

Seated DB Shrugs Neutral Grip (DB) Flat One Arm/Leg 3 20 Moderate/Heavy 2 2 20

TIME - REPS / REST

"Train with your brain"
-Dr. Warren Willey

TRAPS - Giant Sets

Giant Sets

A giant set usually consists of a number of different exercises, for one particular body part, done in tandem.  Set one is performed on one 

exercise followed by set one on the next exercise and so on.  Weight is usually moderate and there is little to no rest between each exercise.  

After one set, rest can occur for two to three minutes. Example: Triceps pushdowns – overhand grip, followed by triceps pushdowns - 

underhand grip, then dumbbell kickbacks.  The total, composing one giant set.

Coutns on positive and negative and then tiem in seconds of 

rest between sets.  2-4/45 is two count positive movement, 

four count negative movement with 45 seconds rest between 

sets.



Method:

Table:

Weight = Light - last few reps easy

Moderate - Last reps difficult

Heavy - Last reps need a spot

Time-Reps/rest  = 

Exercise Weight Used Grip/Stance Bench Angle Seat Position Appendage Sets Reps Weight

Good Mornings 3 10 Light/Moderate 2 2 20

Hyperextensions (Praises) 3 10 Moderate 2 2 20

TIME - REPS / REST

"Train with your brain"
-Dr. Warren Willey

LOWER BACK - Giant Sets

Giant Sets

A giant set usually consists of a number of different exercises, for one particular body part, done in tandem.  Set one is performed on one 

exercise followed by set one on the next exercise and so on.  Weight is usually moderate and there is little to no rest between each exercise.  

After one set, rest can occur for two to three minutes. Example: Triceps pushdowns – overhand grip, followed by triceps pushdowns - 

underhand grip, then dumbbell kickbacks.  The total, composing one giant set.

Coutns on positive and negative and then tiem in seconds of 

rest between sets.  2-4/45 is two count positive movement, 

four count negative movement with 45 seconds rest between 

sets.



Method:

Table:

Weight = Light - last few reps easy

Moderate - Last reps difficult

Heavy - Last reps need a spot

Time-Reps/rest  = 

Exercise Weight Used Grip/Stance Bench Angle Seat Position Appendage Sets Reps Weight

Sitting Curls CABLE
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) Both Arms/Legs 3 8 Moderate 2 2 20

Hammer Curls BAR
Wide Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes Out) Both Arms/Legs 3 10 Moderate/Heavy 2 2 20

High Cable Curls
Wide Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes Out) One Arm/Leg 3 12 Moderate 2 2 15

Preacher Curls Strait BAR
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) Both Arms/Legs 3 8 Heavy 2 2 20

TIME - REPS / REST

"Train with your brain"
-Dr. Warren Willey

BICEPS - Giant Sets

Giant Sets

A giant set usually consists of a number of different exercises, for one particular body part, done in tandem.  Set one is performed on one 

exercise followed by set one on the next exercise and so on.  Weight is usually moderate and there is little to no rest between each exercise.  

After one set, rest can occur for two to three minutes. Example: Triceps pushdowns – overhand grip, followed by triceps pushdowns - 

underhand grip, then dumbbell kickbacks.  The total, composing one giant set.

Coutns on positive and negative and then tiem in seconds of 

rest between sets.  2-4/45 is two count positive movement, 

four count negative movement with 45 seconds rest between 

sets.



Method:

Table:

Weight = Light - last few reps easy

Moderate - Last reps difficult

Heavy - Last reps need a spot

Time-Reps/rest  = 

Exercise Weight Used Grip/Stance Bench Angle Seat Position Appendage Sets Reps Weight

Push Downs CABLE
Wide Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes Out) Both Arms/Legs 3 15 Moderate 2 2 20

French Curls CABLE
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) One Arm/Leg 3 8 Moderate/Heavy 2 2 20

Flat Lying Extensions BAR
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) Both Arms/Legs 3 10 Moderate 2 2 15

Close Grip Flat Press
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) Both Arms/Legs 3 15 Moderate/Heavy 2 2 20

TIME - REPS / REST

"Train with your brain"
-Dr. Warren Willey

TRICEPS - Giant Sets

Giant Sets

A giant set usually consists of a number of different exercises, for one particular body part, done in tandem.  Set one is performed on one 

exercise followed by set one on the next exercise and so on.  Weight is usually moderate and there is little to no rest between each exercise.  

After one set, rest can occur for two to three minutes. Example: Triceps pushdowns – overhand grip, followed by triceps pushdowns - 

underhand grip, then dumbbell kickbacks.  The total, composing one giant set.

Coutns on positive and negative and then tiem in seconds of 

rest between sets.  2-4/45 is two count positive movement, 

four count negative movement with 45 seconds rest between 

sets.



Method:

Table:

Weight = Light - last few reps easy

Moderate - Last reps difficult

Heavy - Last reps need a spot

Time-Reps/rest  = 

Exercise Weight Used Grip/Stance Bench Angle Seat Position Appendage Sets Reps Weight

Deadlifts sumo BAR
Wide Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes Out) Both Arms/Legs 3 8 Moderate/Heavy 2 2 30

Squats DB (Deep)
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) Both Arms/Legs 3 8 Heavy 2 2 20

Leg Press
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) 25 Degrees Both Arms/Legs 3 10 Heavy 2 2 20

Extensions MACHINE
Wide Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes Out) High One Arm/Leg 3 20 Light/Moderate 4 4 30

TIME - REPS / REST

"Train with your brain"
-Dr. Warren Willey

QUADS - Giant Sets

Giant Sets

A giant set usually consists of a number of different exercises, for one particular body part, done in tandem.  Set one is performed on one 

exercise followed by set one on the next exercise and so on.  Weight is usually moderate and there is little to no rest between each exercise.  

After one set, rest can occur for two to three minutes. Example: Triceps pushdowns – overhand grip, followed by triceps pushdowns - 

underhand grip, then dumbbell kickbacks.  The total, composing one giant set.

Coutns on positive and negative and then tiem in seconds of 

rest between sets.  2-4/45 is two count positive movement, 

four count negative movement with 45 seconds rest between 

sets.



Method:

Table:

Weight = Light - last few reps easy

Moderate - Last reps difficult

Heavy - Last reps need a spot

Time-Reps/rest  = 

Exercise Weight Used Grip/Stance Bench Angle Seat Position Appendage Sets Reps Weight

Lying Leg Curls MACHINE (Wide)
Wide Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes Out) One Arm/Leg 3 8 Moderate/Heavy 2 2 20

Stiff Leg Dead Lifts BAR
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) Both Arms/Legs 3 12 Heavy 2 2 20

Body Curls
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) Both Arms/Legs 3 10 Moderate 2 2 20

TIME - REPS / REST

"Train with your brain"
-Dr. Warren Willey

HAMSTRING - Giant Sets

Giant Sets

A giant set usually consists of a number of different exercises, for one particular body part, done in tandem.  Set one is performed on one 

exercise followed by set one on the next exercise and so on.  Weight is usually moderate and there is little to no rest between each exercise.  

After one set, rest can occur for two to three minutes. Example: Triceps pushdowns – overhand grip, followed by triceps pushdowns - 

underhand grip, then dumbbell kickbacks.  The total, composing one giant set.

Coutns on positive and negative and then tiem in seconds of 

rest between sets.  2-4/45 is two count positive movement, 

four count negative movement with 45 seconds rest between 

sets.



Method:

Table:

Weight = Light - last few reps easy

Moderate - Last reps difficult

Heavy - Last reps need a spot

Time-Reps/rest  = 

Exercise Weight Used Grip/Stance Bench Angle Seat Position Appendage Sets Reps Weight

Standing Heel Raise SMITH MACHINE
Wide Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes Out) Both Arms/Legs 3 8 Heavy 2 2 20

Seated Heel Raise DB
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) Both Arms/Legs 3 20 Moderate 2 2 20

Leg Press Heel Raise 
Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / 

Feet / Toes In) One Arm/Leg 3 30 Light/Moderate 2 2 20

TIME - REPS / REST

"Train with your brain"
-Dr. Warren Willey

CALVES - Giant Sets 

Giant Sets

A giant set usually consists of a number of different exercises, for one particular body part, done in tandem.  Set one is performed on one 

exercise followed by set one on the next exercise and so on.  Weight is usually moderate and there is little to no rest between each exercise.  

After one set, rest can occur for two to three minutes. Example: Triceps pushdowns – overhand grip, followed by triceps pushdowns - 

underhand grip, then dumbbell kickbacks.  The total, composing one giant set.

Coutns on positive and negative and then tiem in seconds of 

rest between sets.  2-4/45 is two count positive movement, 

four count negative movement with 45 seconds rest between 

sets.



Method:

Table:

Weight = Light - last few reps easy

Moderate - Last reps difficult

Heavy - Last reps need a spot

Time-Reps/rest  = 

Exercise Weight Used Grip/Stance Bench Angle Seat Position Appendage Sets Reps Weight

Crunches 3 15 Moderate 2 2 20

Hanging Knee Raises w/ Twist 3 30 Light 2 2 20

Crunches on Exercise Ball 3 50 Light/Moderate 4 4 20

TIME - REPS / REST

"Train with your brain"
-Dr. Warren Willey

ABS - Giant Sets

Giant Sets

A giant set usually consists of a number of different exercises, for one particular body part, done in tandem.  Set one is performed on one 

exercise followed by set one on the next exercise and so on.  Weight is usually moderate and there is little to no rest between each exercise.  

After one set, rest can occur for two to three minutes. Example: Triceps pushdowns – overhand grip, followed by triceps pushdowns - 

underhand grip, then dumbbell kickbacks.  The total, composing one giant set.

Coutns on positive and negative and then tiem in seconds of 

rest between sets.  2-4/45 is two count positive movement, 

four count negative movement with 45 seconds rest between 

sets.



Exercise Technique

Giant Sets

Super Sets

Forced Reps

Stalled Reps/Sets

Negatives

Progressive Segmental Training

Timed Sets/Reps

Partial Reps

Pre-Exhaustion

Post Exhaustion (Burnouts)

Load Pyramiding

Repetition Pyramiding 

Intermission Pyramiding

Load Sets

Drop Sets

Clusters

GRIP/STANCE

Wide Grip (Hands / Elbows / Feet / Toes Out)

Close Grip (Hands / Elbows / Feet / Toes In)

Reverse Grip Wide

Reverse Grip Close

Neutral Grip (DB)



Bench Angle 

75 Degrees

45 Degrees

25 Degrees

Flat

Movement on Exercise Ball

Seat Position (If using a machine)

Low

Middle

High

Appendage 

One Arm/Leg

Both Arms/Legs

Weight

Light

Light/Moderate

Moderate

Moderate/Heavy

Heavy

EXERCISES

CHEST

Incline Press BAR

Incline Press SMITH MACHINE

Incline Press DB

Incline Press CABLES

Incline Press DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Incline Press SMITH MACHINE - Bench Drops

Incline DB Fly

Incline DB + Cable Fly

Flat Press BAR

Flat Press SMITH MACHINE

Flat Press DB

Flat Press CABLES

Flat Press DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)



Flat Fly DB 

Flat Fly Cable 

Decline Press BAR

Decline  Press SMITH MACHINE

Decline  Press DB

Decline  Press CABLES

Decline  Press DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Decline Fly DB 

Decline Fly CABLE

Pec Dec

Dips

Push Ups

Pull Overs

Hanging Flys

DB Push Ups

DB Push up Flys

Weighted Push Ups

SHOULDERS

Overhead Press BAR

Overhead Press SMITH MACHINE

Overhead Press DB

Overhead Press DB (Arnolds)

Overhead Press CABLES

Overhead Press DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Lateral Raise DB Strait Arm 

Lateral Raise DB Bent Arm

Lateral Raises CABLE

Lateral Raises DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Frontal Raises DB

Frontal Raises CABLE

Frontal Raises DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Frontal Raises PLATE

Upright Rows DB

Upright Rows BAR

Upright Rows DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Upright Rows CABLE

Rear Delts DB

Rear Delts CABLE

Reat Delts DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Rear Delts BAR

Clean Press DB

Clean Press BAR



BACK

Pull Ups

Pull Downs

Standing Bent Over Rows DB

Standing Bent Over Rows BAR

Standing Bent Over Rows SMITH MACHINE

Standing Bent Over Rows DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Standing Bent Over Rows CABLES 

Incline Bench Bent Over Rows BAR

Incline Bench Bent Over Rows DB

Incline Bench Bent Over Rows CABLES

Incline Bench Bent Over Rows DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Flat Bench Bent Over Rows BAR

Flat Bench Bent Over Rows DB

Flat Bench Bent Over Rows CABLES

Flat Bench Bent Over Rows DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Flat bench Pull Downs

Chin ups

Seated Rows

Standing Rows

Strait Arm Lat Pull Down

Hanging Shrugs 

TRAPS 

Front Shrugs DB 

Back Shrugs DB 

Front Shrugs BAR 

Back Shrugs BAR 

Front Shrugs SMITH MACHINE 

Back Shrugs SMITH MACHINE

Seated DB Shrugs

Upright Rows DB

Upright Rows BAR

Upright Rows DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Upright Rows CABLE

LOWER BACK

Good Mornings

Hyperextensions (Praises) 



Dead Lifts 

BICEPS

Standing Curls DB

Standing Curls EZ Curl BAR

Standing Curls Strait BAR

Standing Curls CABLE

Standing Curls DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Sitting Curls DB

Sitting Curls EZ Curl BAR

Sitting Curls Strait BAR

Sitting Curls CABLE

Sitting Curls DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Spider Curls DB

Spider Curls EZ Curl BAR

Spider Curls Strait BAR

Spider Curls CABLE

Spider Curls DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Incline Curls DB

Incline Curls EZ Curl BAR

Incline Curls Strait BAR

Incline Curls CABLE

Incline Curls DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

High Cable Curls

Preacher Curls DB

Preacher Curls Strait BAR

Preacher Curls EZ Curl BAR

Preacher Curls CABLE

Preacher Curls DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Hammer Curls DB

Hammer Curls BAR

Flat Bench Head Bangers CABLE

Behind the Neck CABLE Curls

Zottman Curls DB

TRICEP

Push Downs CABLE

Reverse Push Downs CABLE

Flat Lying Extensions DB

Flat Lying Extensions BAR

Flat Lying Extensions CABLE



Flat Lying Extensions DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Incline Lying Extensions CABLE

Incline Lying Extensions DB

Incline Lying Extensions BAR

Incline Lying Extensions DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Close stance Push Ups

Decline  Lying Extensions CABLE

Decline  Lying Extensions DB

Decline  Lying Extensions BAR

Decline  Lying Extensions DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

Cross Bench Dips

Kick Backs DB

Kick Backs CABLE

French Curls DB

French Curls BAR

French Curls CABLE

French Curls DB + CABLES (Duo Angle)

French Curls SMITH MACHINE

Close Grip Flat Press

QUADRICEPS

Squats DB (Deep)

Squats BAR on Back (Deep)

Squats BAR Front (Deep)

Squats SMITH MACHINE (Deep)

Squats BAR on Back 1/4 movement

Squats BAR Front 1/4 movement

Squats DB 1/4 movement

Squats SMITH MACHINE 1/4 movement

Squats BAR on Back 1/2 movement

Squats BAR Front 1/2 movement

Squats DB 1/2 movement

Squats SMITH MACHINE 1/2 movement

Squats Walking short steps (lunges) DB

Squats Walking wide steps (lunges) DB

Squats Walking short steps (lunges) BAR

Squats Walking wide steps (lunges) BAR

Squats Sissy 

Step ups Weighted DB

Step ups Weighted BAR

Step ups Weighted SMITH MACHINE

Deadlifts sumo BAR

Deadlifts sumo DB

Leg Press



Extensions MACHINE

HAMSTRINGS

Lying Leg Curls MACHINE (Wide)

Lying Leg Curls MACHINE (Close)

Lying Leg Curls DB (Close)

Lying (Face up) Leg Curls BALL (Close)

Seated Leg Curls MACHINE (Close)

Seated Leg Curls MACHINE (Wide)

Standing Leg Curls MACHINE

Standing Leg Curls CABLE

Standing Leg Curls DB

Stiff Leg Dead Lifts DB

Stiff Leg Dead Lifts BAR

Stiff Leg Dead Lifts CABLE

Body Curls

CALVES

Standing Heel Raise MACHINE 

Standing Heel Raise DB

Standing Heel Raise BAR

Standing Heel Raise SMITH MACHINE

Seated Heel Raise MACHINE 

Seated Heel Raise DB

Seated Heel Raise SMITH MACHINE 

Body Curls

Leg Press Heel Raise 

Toe Press CABLE 

ABS

Decline Sit ups

Crunches 

Hanging Leg Lifts

Flat Bench Leg Lifts

Pulling Leg Lifts CABLE

Pulling Leg Lifts DB

Weighted Crunches CABLE

Weighted Crunches MACHINE



Hanging Knee Raises w/ Twist

Crunches on Exercise Ball

SETS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

REPS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24



25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71



72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

REST

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60



65

70

75

80

85

90

95

100

105

110

115

120



A giant set usually consists of a number of different exercises, for one particular body part, done in tandem.  Set one is performed on one exercise followed by set one on the next exercise and so on.  Weight is usually moderate and there is little to no rest between each exercise.  After one set, rest can occur for two to three minutes. Example : Triceps pushdowns – overhand grip, followed by triceps pushdowns - underhand grip, then dumbbell kickbacks.  The total, composing one giant set.

A super set consists of a number of different exercises, for two or more body parts, one after the other. 

Body part number one is exercised, and then body part number two, etc.  Weight is moderate to heavy, 

Forced reps are a process that involves working the muscle group to failure.  Forced reps take place

within a given set and can consist of maximal weight to failure (less reps) or light to moderate weight

(high reps).  Utilization of a lifting partner is essential to allow full contraction of the muscle to occur.  

This method involves stopping the movement somewhere in-between the starting and finishing positions, stalling there for a given time period, and then finishing the movement.  This can be done at the beginning of the movement, midway through the movement or near the end.  Stopping the movement at the end of the movement is not as beneficial unless resistance is still present (i.e. with a cable system).  The “stall” lasts anywhere from 3 to 10 seconds and can occur at a given point all the time, or at an alternate point each time.  Rest between stall sets is user-dependant but can be anywhere from 30 seconds to two minutes.  Example: Preacher curls with a stall at the midway point for 10 seconds before completing the range of motion.

Eccentric contractions are defined as muscle contractions in which the muscle lengthens as opposed to

shortening (concentric contractions).  This can be approached purposefully, with the aid of a partner,

utilizing maximal weight (30-40% more than one’s maximal concentric lift) or it can be done with any

regular exercise regimen where the lifter concentrates on the ‘down’ phase of the lift as well as the ‘up’ 

Twenty-ones is a descriptive term based on the number of reps done in a given set.  The unique aspect of

this method is that the set is actually broken up into three different sets done consecutively, within the

same movement.  The three different aspects of the set involve partial range of motion within a full range

of motion (see example).  Each aspect or portion of the full range of motion is done for a total of seven, 

Timed reps involve doing the movement through a specific fixed time or count.  Both the concentric

(positive or up) and the eccentric (negative or down) phase of the movement are done over a specified

time or count.  The positive and negative movement times can be the same or different, as long as they are

consistent throughout the entire set.  Time between reps is minimal (one following the other), and rest Partial reps or restricted range of motion (ROM) sets is similar to Twenty-ones except that the entire set

is purposefully done through a partial range of motion.  Focus can be either on the concentric or eccentric

portion of the partial movement.  This can be done anywhere within the normal full range of motion such

as at the beginning, the middle, or the end.  Weight is usually moderate to heavy and timing between sets 

Pre-exhaustion is a method in which a muscle group is isolated, using an isolating movement prior to

doing a compound movement (more than one muscle being utilized, or more than one joint involved in an 

Post-exhaustion sets involve performing low repetition, heavy weight sets, followed immediately by high repetition, light weight sets.  This can be done with the same exercise (example #1) or with two different exercises (example #2).  Weight is as described above, and there is minimal to no rest between the heavy and light phase of the set.  Rest between sets is moderate to long, again, for recovery.  Example #1 : Squats – Heavy set doing 4 to 6 reps followed immediately by squats with a lighter weight, 12 – 15 reps. Example #2 : Squats – Heavy set doing 4 – 6 reps, followed by leg extensions, moderate weight, 12 – 15 reps
Pyramiding is a general term used to describe a number of different options.  There is load or weight pyramiding, repetition

pyramiding, and rest or intermission pyramiding.  Load pyramiding occurs when each progressive set is done with heavier 

Pyramiding is a general term used to describe a number of different options.  There is load or weight pyramiding, repetition

pyramiding, and rest or intermission pyramiding.  Repetition Pyramiding - this form of pyramiding is done with a set 

Pyramiding is a general term used to describe a number of different options.  There is load or weight pyramiding, repetition

pyramiding, and rest or intermission pyramiding.  Intermission Pyramiding - this technique progressively decreases the time This technique progressively decreases the time between sets of a given weight load.  Example : Set 1- 120lbs, rest 1:00

minute.  Set 2 – 120 lbs., rest 30 seconds.  Set 3 – 120lbs, rest 15 seconds.

Cluster training is a term used to describe a type of interval or intermittent technique.

Reps are preformed, as in any set, and then repeated following a short, timed break. This

principle can be applied to any of the above techniques (pyramiding, time sets / reps, 























A giant set usually consists of a number of different exercises, for one particular body part, done in tandem.  Set one is performed on one exercise followed by set one on the next exercise and so on.  Weight is usually moderate and there is little to no rest between each exercise.  After one set, rest can occur for two to three minutes. Example : Triceps pushdowns – overhand grip, followed by triceps pushdowns - underhand grip, then dumbbell kickbacks.  The total, composing one giant set.

This method involves stopping the movement somewhere in-between the starting and finishing positions, stalling there for a given time period, and then finishing the movement.  This can be done at the beginning of the movement, midway through the movement or near the end.  Stopping the movement at the end of the movement is not as beneficial unless resistance is still present (i.e. with a cable system).  The “stall” lasts anywhere from 3 to 10 seconds and can occur at a given point all the time, or at an alternate point each time.  Rest between stall sets is user-dependant but can be anywhere from 30 seconds to two minutes.  Example: Preacher curls with a stall at the midway point for 10 seconds before completing the range of motion.

Post-exhaustion sets involve performing low repetition, heavy weight sets, followed immediately by high repetition, light weight sets.  This can be done with the same exercise (example #1) or with two different exercises (example #2).  Weight is as described above, and there is minimal to no rest between the heavy and light phase of the set.  Rest between sets is moderate to long, again, for recovery.  Example #1 : Squats – Heavy set doing 4 to 6 reps followed immediately by squats with a lighter weight, 12 – 15 reps. Example #2 : Squats – Heavy set doing 4 – 6 reps, followed by leg extensions, moderate weight, 12 – 15 reps
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